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Please consider the environment before you print 

At Bangkok Prep, we are committed to helping the environment. 

Protecting the environment is encouraged across the entire school community. 

As a result, this booklet has been created in a digital format to minimize 
environmental impact. 

 

BE GREEN, KEEP IT ON THE SCREEN 

Green Flag Award Holder 



Our Vision  
To be an outstanding learning community that is 
internationally-minded, inspiring all members 

to achieve their potential.  

  

Our Mission  
At Bangkok Prep we will ensure that:  

Learners will reach their full potential both academically and in preparation for 
life beyond Bangkok Prep.  

 

We will provide an enriched curriculum in which innovation, sustainability, 
creativity and health are highlighted.  

 

We will inspire students to achieve their best through collaborative learning in a 
safe and enjoyable learning environment.  

 

We will develop globally minded, passionate learners who uphold the Bangkok 
Prep Life Values of being honest, holding high moral standards and having 

integrity and empathy towards others. 



At Bangkok Prep we offer an innovative and engaging curriculum that runs from Early Years, right 
through to Year 13. Based upon the skills and objectives of the Early Years Curriculum, National 
Curriculum for England, the IGSCE Programme and The A-level Programme, we deliver an academic 
curriculum that is world renowned and highly regarded. Our school is very successful in its pursuit of 
academic excellence and we operate well above the UK expected levels in all areas. 

 

We provide an adapted English curriculum that is internationally relevant and academically rigorous. 
We consider the whole child, developing student’s strengths and helping them to overcome their 
weaknesses with a strong and supportive formal and informal curriculum. 

 

As an International School, it is important that our curriculum reflects the spectrum of cultures and 
nationalities that are represented in our community, whilst remaining true to our English curriculum 
roots. We have a strong focus on being ‘Internationally Minded’ and endeavour to deliver a 
significant proportion of our curriculum in an international context. 

 

An English Curriculum 
in an International Context 



Aside from our academic curriculum, Bangkok Prep children 
also take part in various informal learning opportunities, 
including a thorough ‘Life Values’ curriculum, that runs 
throughout the Primary and Secondary school. Our school ‘Life 
Values’ comprise of a series of skills and qualities that an ideal 
Bangkok Prep student would possess, and teachers and children 
work hard to embed these ideas into all aspects of their 
learning. Each month of the academic year has a dedicated Life 
Value focus and sets the ‘Value of the Month’ theme for 
assemblies and other informal learning. 

In addition to this, Bangkok Prep is committed to the development of a sustainable global 
community. Our curriculum is rich and varied, integrating our Life Values and placing emphasis on 
the skills needed to become responsible global citizens. We are committed to the promotion of the 
UN’s Global Goals for Sustainable Development, interweaving the goals within our curriculum and 
actively seek opportunities to not only develop our children’s understanding of global issues, but to 
encourage and empower them to take action. 

Preparing Globally 
Responsible Citizens 

We aim to develop the leaders of tomorrow who will create 
and innovate to build a better world. 



KS2 Year 6 Timings 
In Key Stage 2, children study the majority of their lessons with their class teacher. There are also a 
range of specialist lessons which are delivered by our specialist teaching team. 

There are 30 periods of 50 minutes (or equivalent) a week. Children in Key Stage 2 study the 
following: 

English Six periods a week 

Maths Five periods a week 

Thematic Six periods a week 

Computing One period a week 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) Education One period a week 

Physical Education (PE) Two periods a week 

Swimming One period a week 

Music One period a week 

Library One period a week 

World Languages/Thai Language 
All Thai nationals will study Thai language during these periods 

Two periods a week 

Extra Thai 
(for Thai Nationals) 

Two periods a week 

Genius Hour 
(for non-Thai Nationals) 

Two periods a week 

Thai Studies One period a week 



English 
In English, we adapt the National Curriculum for England to suit 
the international demographic of our children. From Years 1-6 
we focus on teaching the four main areas of English: reading, 
writing, speaking and listening. 

As a school, we recognise that the skill of reading is required to 
access all areas of the curriculum, therefore a passion and love 
for reading is something we strive to instil in all our children 
here. One of the ways in which we encourage this is by 
embedding rich texts into our planning. This helps to expand our 
children’s vocabulary and deepen their understanding of the 
mechanics of the English language. 

It is these high quality models that provide a scaffold for all 
children to access, encouraging them to view themselves as 
aspiring authors.  

We also feel that children should learn within a context, therefore our units of work are directly 
linked to the overarching themes studied within a term. This approach creates many opportunities for 
our children to write for a purpose, delivered through an engaging and challenging stimulus. 

Our overall aim is to support each child along their journey with language acquisition, through a 
nurturing and challenging environment. 

Writing and Handwriting 

Children should be taught to:  

 Use a wide range of conventions appropriately to the context, e.g. paragraphs, sub and main headings, 
addendum, footnote, contents, etc.  

 Demonstrate awareness of how to vary levels of formality according to purpose and audience 

 Use a range of techniques to show awareness of the audience, e.g. action, dialogue, quotation, aside, 
suspense, tension, comment 

 Adapt writing for the full range of purposes, always showing awareness of audience of purpose 
(subheadings, headings, footnotes, bibliography, bullet points, parenthesis, underlining etc.) 

 Write with maturity, confidence and imagination 

 Use a wider range of ambitious vocabulary accurately and precisely above age expectation 

Y6 English Progression of Skills 



Y6 English Progression of Skills 

 Use a wide range of sophisticated connectives, including conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions, to 
show time, cause, sequence, and mode, including to open sentences sometimes 

 Use implicit links within a text, e.g. referring back to a point made earlier or forward to more 
information or detail to come 

 Generally construct grammatically correct sentences, unless using dialect or alternative constructions 
consciously for effect 

 Use clauses confidently and appropriately for audience and purpose 

 Use creative and varied sentence structures when appropriate, intermingling with simple structures for 
effect 

 Use a majority of advanced punctuation accurately and precisely, including sub- division, effect, listing, 
direct speech, parenthesis, etc. 

 Open and close writing in interesting , unusual or dramatic ways, when appropriate 

 Use complex groupings for effect, before or after the verb. There may be one example 

 Use two or more stylistic features to create effect within a text, e.g. rhetorical questions, repetition, 
figurative language, passive voice, metaphor, simile, alliteration, onomatopoeia, groupings, 
elaboration, nominalisation, impersonal voice 

 Sustain a convincing viewpoint through the piece of writing, e.g. authoritative, expert, convincing 
portrayal of character, opposing opinions, etc 

 Use pertinent and precise detail as appropriate (includes extra detail and description to add interest, 
where appropriate) 

 Demonstrate a wide range of the above criteria  effectively and in a well managed and mature way, 
within a single piece of totally independent writing (of at least one and a half sides of A4) 

 Spell all vocabulary correctly apart from rare technical or obscure words. (Must have used, unusual, 
ambitious vocabulary that is spelt correctly) 

 Write neatly, legibly, accurately and fluently, in a joined style 

 Vary font for effect or emphasis when appropriate (print, italics or capitalisation) 

 Continue to develop their own personal style of handwriting. 

Punctuation and Grammar  

Sentence 

Children should be taught to:  

 Use simple / embellished simple sentences securely 

 Use compound sentences securely 

 Use complex sentences securely: (subordination) 

 Use main and subordinate clauses with full range of conjunctions: active and passive verbs to create 
effect and to affect presentation of information 

 Demonstrate developed use of rhetorical questions for persuasion 

 Use expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information concisely 

 Recognise the difference between structures typical of informal speech and structures appropriate for 
formal speech and writing. 



Y6 English Progression of Skills 

Word 

Children should be taught to:  

 Build in literary features to create effects e.g. alliteration, onomatopoeia, similes, metaphors 

 Recognise the difference between vocabulary typical of informal speech and vocabulary appropriate for 
formal speech and writing 

 Recognise how words are related as synonyms and antonyms. 

Punctuation 

Children should be taught to:  

 Use the semi-colon, colon and dash to indicate a stronger subdivision of a sentence than a comma 

 Use the colon to introduce a list and semi-colons within lists 

 Use punctuation of bullet points to list information 

 Recognise how hyphens can be used to avoid ambiguity. 

Terminology 

Consolidate: punctuation, letter/word, sentence, statement, question, exclamation, command, full stops/
capitals, question mark, exclamation mark, ‘speech marks’, direct speech, indirect speech, inverted 
commas, bullet points, apostrophe contractions/possession, commas for sentence of 3 – description, 
action, views/opinions, facts, colon – instructions, parenthesis, bracket- dash, singular/plural, suffix/ 
prefix, word family, consonant/vowel, adjective/noun/noun phrase, verb/adverb, bossy verbs - imperative, 
tense (past, present, future), modal verb, conjunction/connective, preposition, determiner/generaliser, 
pronoun – relative/possessive, clause, subordinate/relative clause, adverbial, fronted adverbial, rhetorical 
question, present and past progressive, present perfect and past perfect, cohesion, ambiguity, alliteration, 
simile – ‘as’/‘like’, synonyms, metaphor, personification, onomatopoeia. 

Introduce:  active and passive voice, subject and object, hyphen, synonym, antonym, colon/semi-colon, 
bullet points, ellipsis, subjunctive. 



Y6 English Progression of Skills 

Spelling 

Children should be taught:  

 Endings which sound like /ʃəs/ spelt –cious or –tious 

 Endings which sound like /ʃəl/ 

 Words ending in –ant, –ance/–ancy, –ent, –ence/–ency 

 Words ending in –able and –ible 

 Words ending in –ably and –ibly 

 Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words ending in –fer 

 Use of the hyphen 

 Words with the /i:/ sound spelt ei after c 

 Words containing the letter-string ough 

 Words with ‘silent’ letters 
(i.e. letters whose presence cannot be predicted from the pronunciation of the word) 

 Homophones and other words that are often confused  

 Full word lists in Appendix 1 of the National Curriculum 

Reading 

Decoding 

Children should be taught to:  

 Apply their growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes (morphology and etymology), both 
to read aloud and to understand the meaning of new words that they meet. 

Range of Reading 

Children should be taught to:  

 Continue to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non fiction and 
reference books or textbooks 

 Read books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes 

 Make comparisons within and across books. 

Familiarity with texts 

Children should be taught to:  

 Increase their familiarity with a wide range of books, including myths, legends and traditional stories, 
modern fiction, fiction from our literary heritage, and books from other cultures and traditions 

 Identify and discuss themes and conventions in and across a wide range of writing. 

Poetry and Performance 

Children should be taught to:  

 Learn a wider range of poetry by heart 



Y6 English Progression of Skills  Prepare poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone  
and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience. 

Understanding 

Children should be taught to:  

 Check that the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and exploring the meaning of 
words in context 

 Ask questions to improve their understanding 

 Summarise the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying key details to support the 
main idea. 

Inference 

Children should be taught to:  

 Draw inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions 

 Justify inferences with evidence. 

Prediction 

Children should be taught to:  

 Predict what might happen from details stated and implied. 

Authorial Intent 

Children should be taught to:  

 Identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning  

 Discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering the impact 
on the reader. 

Non-fiction 

Children should be taught to:  

 Retrieve and record information from non fiction. 

Discussing reading 

Children should be taught to:  

 Recommend books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their choices 

 Participate in discussions about books, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views 
courteously 

 Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including through formal presentations 
and debates 

 Provide reasoned justifications for their views. 

Speaking and Listening 

The statutory requirements for Speaking and Listening apply across Years 1 to 6. All other aspects of 
speaking and listening are now embedded within the writing and reading programmes. 

Children should be taught to: 

 Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers 



Y6 English Progression of Skills 

 Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge 

 Ask relevant strategies to build their vocabulary 

 Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions 

 Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for 
expressing feelings 

 Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and 
initiating and responding to comments 

 Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and 
exploring ideas 

 Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English 

 Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates 

 Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s) 

 Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others 

 Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication. 

 

These statements apply to all years. The content should be taught at a level appropriate to the age of the 
children. Children should build on the oral language skills that have been taught in preceding years. 

Children should be taught to develop their competence in spoken language and listening to enhance the 
effectiveness of their communication across a range of contexts and to a range of audiences. They should 
therefore have opportunities to work in groups of different sizes – in pairs, small groups, large groups and 
as a whole class. Children should understand how to take turns and when and how to participate 
constructively in conversations and debates. 

Teachers should also pay attention to increasing children’s vocabulary, ranging from describing their 
immediate world and feelings to developing a broader, deeper and richer vocabulary to discuss abstract 
concepts and a wider range of topics, and enhancing their knowledge about language as a whole. 

Children should receive constructive feedback on their spoken language and listening, not only to improve 
their knowledge and skills but also to establish secure foundations for effective spoken language in their 
studies at primary school, helping them to achieve in secondary education and beyond.  



Maths 
Our aim at Bangkok Prep, is to provide a depth of learning that 
enables all children to develop a full conceptual understanding 
of Maths, rather than to merely memorise abstract solutions. 

We strive to create experts. 

We follow the English National Curriculum, but have adapted it 
to the needs our children, providing greater opportunities for 
mastery.  

All children within each Year Group are on the same journey 
together; a journey where no one races ahead and no one is left 
behind. We understand that children have different abilities, but 
instead of driving the more able forward, with a fleeting abstract 
knowledge, we encourage them to look deeper. Our teaching is 
not about ‘ticking a box’ to show that an element has been 
covered, but about cementing and applying a greater intensity 
of knowledge of a particular area of Maths. It is not about how 
quickly they get there, but the depth of understanding they 
experience along the way. 

Numbers  

Number and Place Value 

Children should be taught to:  

 Read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10,000,000 and determine the value of each digit 

 Round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy 

 Use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across zero 

 Solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above. 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division 

Children should be taught to: 

 Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written 
method of long multiplication 

 Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written method of long 
division, and interpret remainders as whole number remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as 
appropriate for the context 

Y6 Maths Progression of Skills 



Y6 Maths Progression of Skills 

 Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit number using the formal written method of short division 
where appropriate, interpreting remainders according to the context 

 Perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers. 

 Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers 

 Use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations 

 Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods 
to use and why 

 Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

 Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, an 
appropriate degree of accuracy. 

Fractions 

Children should be taught to: 

 Use common factors to simplify fractions; use common multiples to express fractions in the same 
denomination 

 Compare and order fractions, including fractions > 1 

 Add and subtract fractions with different denominators and mixed numbers, using the concept of 
equivalent fractions 

 Multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form [for example ¼ x ½  = 
1/8 ] 

 Divide proper fractions by whole numbers [for example, 1/3  ÷ 2 = 1/6 ] 

 Associate a fraction with division and calculate decimal fraction equivalents [for example, 0.375] for a 
simple fraction [for example, 3/8 ] 

 Identify the value of each digit in numbers given to three decimal places and multiply and divide 
numbers by 10, 100 and 1000 giving answers up to three decimal places 

 Multiply one-digit numbers with up to two decimal places by whole numbers 

 Use written division methods in cases where the answer has up to two decimal places 

 Solve problems which require answers to be rounded to specified degrees of accuracy  

 Recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and percentages, including in different 
contexts. 

Ratio and Proportion 

Children should be taught to: 

 Solve problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities where missing values can be found by 
using integer multiplication and division facts 

 Solve problems involving the calculation of percentages [for example, of measures such as 15% of 360] 
and the use of percentages for comparison 

 Solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can be found 

 Solve problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using knowledge of fractions and multiples. 



Y6 Maths Progression of Skills 

Algebra  

Children should be taught to: 

 Use simple formulae 

 Generate and describe linear number sequences 

 Express missing number problems algebraically 

 Find pairs of numbers that satisfy an equation with two unknowns 

 Enumerate possibilities of combinations of two variables. 

Measurement 

Children should be taught to: 

 Solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of units of measure, using decimal notation up 
to three decimal places where appropriate 

 Use, read, write and convert between standard units, converting measurements of length, mass, volume 
and time from a smaller unit of measure to a larger unit, and vice versa, using decimal notation to up to 
three decimal places 

 Convert between miles and kilometres 

 Recognise that shapes with the same areas can have different perimeters and vice versa 

 Recognise when it is possible to use formulae for area and volume of shapes 

 Calculate the area of parallelograms and triangles 

 calculate, estimate and compare volume of cubes and cuboids using standard units, including cubic 
centimetres ( cm3 ) and cubic metres ( m3

 ), and extending to other units [for example, mm3 and km3]. 

Geometry 

Children should be taught to: 

 Draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions and angles 

 Recognise, describe and build simple 3-D shapes, including making nets 

 Compare and classify geometric shapes based on their properties and sizes and find unknown angles in 
any triangles, quadrilaterals, and regular polygons 

 Illustrate and name parts of circles, including radius, diameter and circumference and know that the 
diameter is twice the radius 

 Recognise angles where they meet at a point, are on a straight line, or are vertically opposite, and find 
missing angles. 

Position and Direction 

Children should be taught to: 

 Describe positions on the full coordinate grid (all four quadrants) 

 Draw and translate simple shapes on the coordinate plane, and reflect them in the axes. 



Y6 Maths Progression of Skills 

Statistics 

Children should be taught to: 

 Interpret and construct pie charts and line graphs and use these to solve problems 

 Calculate and interpret the mean as an average. 



Thematic 
At Bangkok Prep we deliver a Thematic Curriculum. The 
Thematic approach is a method of delivering teaching and 
learning through exciting and engaging units of work, which 
connect and integrate traditional subject areas to deliver a more 
cohesive learning approach. 
 
Thematic instruction is based on the idea that children acquire 
knowledge best when learned in the context of a coherent 
whole, and when they can connect what they are learning to the 
real world. Our Thematic units are carefully constructed to more 
accurately reflect real life situations, experiences and 
challenges and encourage engaging and creative exploration. 
We recognise that far from being discrete, individual subjects 
and aspects of our curriculum are inextricably linked and 
interwoven with common skills, knowledge and concepts which 
bind them together. Our Thematic approach enables children to 
appreciate, value and exploit this interconnectivity, whilst 
retaining a clear awareness and understanding of the unique 
nature of individual disciplines. 

By utilising carefully selected, cross-curricular themes, we provide a tangible and exciting context 
within which to develop and apply essential core skills, integral to individual subjects. Our units 
combine the traditionally discrete subjects areas of Science, History, Geography, Art and Design 
Technology. Each Thematic unit is built upon a framework of thorough academic rigour from the 
skills set out in the English National Curriculum. This approach facilitates a more natural learning 
experience, rather than the fragmented and reductive nature of traditional school subjects. 
 

Our themes are carefully designed to interweave subject specific skills with the fundamental skills of 
critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity skills into coherent units of learning. 
We look to ensure that curricular themes are highly stimulating and engaging and exploit the 
resulting enthusiasm to ensure high quality learning takes place. 
 

At Bangkok Prep, we believe the Thematic approach is the most effective way to help our children 
prepare for life beyond the classroom and excel in the challenging and ever changing environment 
of the modern world. 



Y6 Thematic Units 

Changing Times 
During this unit we discuss how the world has changed in 
the last 150 years. Children conduct a case study of Charles 
Darwin and learn about evolution and how animals 
are  adapted to their environment. 

Children then choose one influential scientist to conduct their own research project. Following this, 
they plan and carry out a scientific investigation designed to test the theory of their chosen scientist. 

Food Truck Festival                             
During this unit children work in groups to choose a country to 
focus on. They research the geography and history of their chosen 
country and choose their method of presenting the information. 

The unit culminates with a Food Truck Festival where children 
create their own 3D food truck and make and sell food from their 
country. 

Government and Conflict 
During this unit groups will create their own country, 
focusing on sustainability. They will then participate in a 
role play game to simulate international relations and 
help the children to understand how conflict and wars can 
occur. 

This will lead into learning about World War 2, and specifically the war in Asia. The unit culminates with 
our residential trip to Kanchanaburi where we visit important sites from WW2. 



Y6 Thematic Units 

Circuits 
During this unit children will learn about different types of 
circuits. They will make and test electrical circuits and draw 
accurate circuit diagrams. 

They will also learn about the function of the heart and lungs and watch a real life heart dissection. 
Throughout the unit, children will plan and conduct investigations to test scientific theories. 

Superheroes 
During this unit we will consider what makes a superhero and 
whether they are always necessarily fictional. In groups, 
children will create their own superhero to solve one of the 
UN’s Global Goals. 

Children will also learn about the eye and how we see. 

Science 

Working Scientifically 

Children should be taught to: 

 Plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling 
variables where necessary 

 Take measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

 Record data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification 
keys , tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 

 Use test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests 

 Report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions, casual relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

 Identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments. 

Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

Biology - Living Things and Their Habitats  

Children should be taught to: 

 Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common observable 
characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including microorganisms, plants and animals 

 Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific characteristics. 

Biology - Animals (including humans) 

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe the functions of the 
heart, blood vessels and blood 

 Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies function 

 Describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including humans. 

Biology - Evolution 

Children should be taught to: 

 Recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils provide information about living 
things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago 

 Recognise that living things produce offspring of the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not 
identical to their parents 

 Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that 
adaptation may lead to evolution. 

Physics - Light and Sound  

Children should be taught to: 

 Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines 

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or 
reflect light into the eye 

 Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to 
objects and then to our eyes 

 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as the 
objects that cast them. 

Physics - Electricity  

Children should be taught to: 

 Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used 
in the circuit 

 Compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, including the brightness of bulbs, 
the loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of switches 

 Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram. 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

History 

Chronological Understanding - Aims 

Know and understand the history of a region as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times 
to the present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been 
influenced by the wider world. 
 
Gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts, understanding the 
connections between local, regional, national and international history; between cultural, economic, 
military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales. 

Children should be taught to: 

 Sequence previously studied topic on a timeline to gain greater Historical perspective 

 Develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of Word History, establishing clear 
narratives within and across the periods studied. 

Knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes in the past - Aims 

Know and understand the history of a region as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times 
to the present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been 
influenced by the wider world. 
 
Know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of ancient 
civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic features of past non-European 
societies; achievements and follies of mankind. 
 
Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, 
difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame 
historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and 
analyses. 

Children show factual knowledge and understanding of aspects of the history of Asia and the wider world. 

They use this to: 

 Know key dates, characters and events of time studied 

 Find out beliefs, behaviour and characteristics of people, recognising that not everyone shares the same 
views and feelings 

 Compare beliefs and behaviour with another time studied 

 Write another explanation of a past event in terms of cause and effect using evidence to support and 
illustrate their explanation. 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

Historical Interpretations - Aims 

Understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical 
claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been 
constructed. 

Children should be taught to: 

 Link sources and work out how conclusions were arrived at 

 Consider ways of checking the accuracy of interpretations – fact or fiction and opinion 

 Be aware that different evidence will lead to different conclusions. 

Historical Enquiry - Aims 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, 
difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame 
historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and 
analyses. 

Understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical 
claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been 
constructed. 

Using their knowledge and understanding, children are beginning to evaluate sources of information and 
identify those that are useful for particular tasks: 

 Recognise primary and secondary sources 

 Use a range of sources to find out about an aspect of time past 

 Suggest omissions based upon evidence 

 Bring knowledge gathered from several sources together in a fluent account 

 Answer and devise own Historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and difference and 
significance. 

Organisation and Communication - Aims 

Gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’, ‘civilisation’, 
‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’. 
 
Gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts, understanding the 
connections between local, regional, national and international history; between cultural, economic, 
military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales.  

They select and organise information to produce structured work, making appropriate use of dates and 
terms: 

 Recall, select and organise information 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant Historical 
information  

 Communicate their knowledge and understanding in different ways (e.g.  through discussion, drawing 
pictures, drama and role play, making models, writing and digital communication) 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

 Select and organise information to produce structured work, making appropriate use of dates and terms 

 Use historically accurate terms to talk about the passing of time e.g. BC/AD/century. 

Geography 

Locational Knowledge  

Children should be taught to: 

 On a world map locate the main countries in Europe, Africa, Asia and Australasia/Oceania. Identify their 
main environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, and major cities 

 Linking with local History, map how land use has changed in local area over time 

 Name and locate the key to geographical features including coast, features of erosion, hills, mountains 
and rivers. Understand how these features have changed over time. 

Place Knowledge 

Children should be taught to: 

 Compare a region in Thailand with a region in North or South America with significant differences and 
similarities. Eg. Link to Fairtrade of bananas in St Lucia (see Geography.org etc for free and 
commercially available packs on St Lucia focusing on Geography) 

 Understand some of the reasons for similarities and differences. 

Human and Physical Geography  

Children should be taught to: 

 Describe and understand key aspects of : 

 Physical geography including Volcanoes and earthquakes, looking at plate tectonics and the ring of fire 

 Distribution of natural resources focusing on energy (link with coal mining past History and eco-power 
in D&T). 

Geographical Skills and Fieldwork  

Children should be taught to: 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping (Google Earth) to locate countries and 
describe features studied 

 Extend to 6 figure grid references with teaching of latitude and longitude in depth 

 Expand map skills to include non Thai countries 

 Use fieldwork to observe, measure and record the human and physical features in the local area using a 
range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies. 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

Art and Design Technology 

Research: Investigate, Analyse and Understand  

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify some key features/visual elements of art/design artworks 

 Analyse pieces from the same Artist/Designer/Movement 

 Describe how different pieces are effective and comment on form, line, pattern, texture, composition 
and technique 

 Analyse of the features of an Artist or Designer describing properties 

 Justify their own opinion about a piece 

 Create and develop a design specification 

 Plan the order of work. 

Responding: Skillfully Record - Drawing, Sketches, Photography, Modelling  

Children should be able to: 

 Draw a straight line using a ruler 

 Effectively control a pair of scissors to cut a straight, curved line and basic shapes 

 Grip and control a pencil to create a variety marks, tones and textures 

 Measure/draw a line to a specific length using a ruler 

 Grip and use a paint brush correctly and select the best paint brush for the task 

 Complete isometric sketches of cubes/cuboids using isometric grid paper 

 Assemble components make working models    

 Use tools safely and accurately 

 Construct products using permanent joining techniques   

 Pin, sew and stitch materials together create a product. 

Experimenting & Generating Own Ideas:  Develop, Reflect, Refine 

Children should be taught to: 

 Use a sketchbook to document own ideas and responses to artists’ work 

 To justify design decisions based on outcomes of the focused practical task 

 Experiment with different ways of using form, texture, shading and perspective using different grades of 
pencil 

 Justify the materials selected 

 Use imagination and experience to influence their work 

 Make modifications as they go along   

 Frame an image considering composition. 



Y6 Thematic Progression of Skills 

Outcome:  Final Piece / Product  

 Work presented shows  some individual qualities. The outcome demonstrates some connections with 
original sources and media explored earlier in the project 

 Appropriate finishing techniques have been used to improve their final product including computer 
generated imagery. 

Reflect: Evaluate / Review 

Children should be taught to: 

 Make some connections with researched artists and own work 

 Reflect on the success of own work using some subject specific vocabulary 

 Evaluate their final product against design specification during the process and suggest further 
improvements. 



Computing 

Information Technology  

Word Processing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Crop an object or image 

 Change the size and orientation of an object or image 

Y6 Computing Progression of Skills 

Our Computing curriculum at Bangkok Prep follows the English 
National Curriculum, but we have adapted it to the needs of our 
children, providing greater opportunities for mastery. We aim to 
provide children with ample opportunities to use different types 
of devices across all subject areas, not just Computing, and 
embed Information Technology skills across our different Key 
Stages. We focus heavily on Digital Literacy and allow all 
learners to develop their understanding of how to be safe using 
technology and how to stay safe online. Not only do we 
introduce e-Safety in Term 1, we continuously build on it 
throughout the school year. 

Children learn all about the four main pillars of Computational 
Thinking, which includes: Decomposition, Pattern Recognition, 
Abstraction and Algorithmic Thinking. We feel not only is it 
essential for children to learn how to code effectively, but to 
learn and apply the theory behind Computer Science and how 
this impacts the way we create applications or programs. 

We want our children to become content creators and not just content consumers. We create 
‘barefoot’ lessons which are developed to allow children to apply the theory behind the subject 
through the use of role play, debugging, tinkering, sequencing, perseverance and collaboration. 

Through this approach, children can then apply Computational Thinking concepts and theories into 
practice, whilst using age appropriate apps or programs to use to design their own applications by 
using block or written code. Children will debug their programs and finalise them. Children are also 
provided with the opportunity to evaluate their applications and reflect, an essential part of 
computing. Not only does this increase their understanding of Computing, it also has many cross 
curricular benefits too. 



Y6 Computing Progression of Skills 

 Change the layout and margins of a page 

 Add page number, header and footer to a page 

 Design, follow and revise a plan for a piece of work 

 Use spelling and grammar check to improve work and explain choices 

 To use and explain the use of all tabs. 

Multimedia 

Children should be taught to: 

 Plan a slideshow presentation and voiceover 

 Use storyboards and sound clips 

 Record and edit voice overs on computers 

 Combine a slideshow and audio file to make a multimedia presentation. 

Internet  

Children should be taught to: 

 Create and register a web page (using Google sites) 

 Structure the web page using columns 

 Add images to a web page 

 Add text to a web page 

 Add interactive features to a web page 

 Publish a web page 

 Modify search patterns 

 Refine searches 

 Explain how the internet works. 

 Name and label and explain uses of routers, gateways, hubs, switches, servers etc. 

 How information sent over the internet is digitalised. 

 Explain the difference between hardware, software and different types of storage. 

 Label and name parts of a computer and explain their use 

 To know how information is presented using numerical data (binary). 

Digital Literacy  

Children should be taught to: 

 To observe terms and conditions for web services used 

 To be discerning in evaluating digital content 

 To know how to use webcams safely 

 To understand the meaning of URLs and how to read website addresses 



Y6 Computing Progression of Skills 

 To know about the implications of misuse 

 To recognise that ‘https’ which are used for banking are more secure and are identified with a padlock 

 To be aware of safe ways of identifying yourself online e.g. avatars, nicknames,  

 Logo design and copyright 

 To pose several scenarios for SMART rules. 

Computer Science  

Children should be taught to: 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating 
physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 Explain and program each of the steps in my algorithm 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of my algorithm 

 Use x and y coordinates to determine the position on a screen 

 Generate and use random values 

 Evaluate complex code that does the same thing 

 Remove code that is not needed 

 Create loops that terminate when a condition is met 

 Use variables that interact with one another 

 Use variables and operators to stop a programme 

 Use sensors to control and report 

 Change state such as fast/slow/dim/bright 

 Use logical thinking, creativity and imagination to extend a programme. 



PSHE 
PSHE will be taught through discrete lessons following a 
‘Character and Virtues’ scheme of work to support the children 
in understanding their emotions, their relationships and 
developing their understanding of Bangkok Prep’s Life Values. 
Children will learn these character traits and virtues throughout 
the year: caring, cleanliness, cooperation, courage, courtesy, 
determination, fairness, forgiveness, friendliness, gratitude, 
helpfulness, honesty, kindness, patience, reflection, respect and 
self-discipline. The direct teaching of positive character 
provides the rationale, language and tools to use in developing 
character elsewhere in and out of school. 

The UN’s Sustainable Development Goals are embedded 
throughout our PSHE curriculum and significant days are 
celebrated throughout the year, to raise awareness of current 
issues around the world, such as International Day of the Girl 
and Black History Month. 

Across the year, each year group participates in a Service Project, where the children will make a 
direct impact on the local and wider community, working closely with charities and those less 
fortunate than ourselves. 

Developing confidence and responsibility and making the most of their abilities 

Children should be taught: 

 To talk and write about their opinions, and explain their views, on issues that affect themselves and 
society 

 To recognise their worth as individuals by identifying positive things about themselves and their 
achievements, seeing their mistakes, making amends and setting personal goals 

 To face new challenges positively by collecting information, looking for help, making responsible 
choices, and taking action 

 To recognise, as they approach puberty, how people's emotions change at that time and how to deal 
with their feelings towards themselves, their family and others in a positive way 

 About the range of jobs carried out by people they know, and to understand how they can develop skills 
to make their own contribution in the future 

 To look after their money and realise that future wants and needs may be met through saving. 

Y6 PSHE Progression of Skills 



Y6 PSHE Progression of Skills 

Courage 

 To understand that we can learn to be courageous from the example of others. 

Gratitude 

 To be able to answer questions about the good things that have happened in our lives. 

Cooperation 

 To cooperate to complete a team building exercise. 

Cleanliness 

 To recognise bad habits and realise they can and do need to be changed. 

Determination 

 To understand how my own determination can impact the lives of others. 

Preparing to play an active role as citizens 

Children should be taught: 

 To research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems and events 

 Why and how rules and laws are made and enforced, why different rules are needed in different 
situations and how to take part in making and changing rules 

 To realise the consequences of anti-social and aggressive behaviours, such as bullying and racism, on 
individuals and communities 

 That there are different kinds of responsibilities, rights and duties at home, at school and in the 
community, and that these can sometimes conflict with each other 

 To reflect on spiritual, moral, social, and cultural issues, using imagination to understand other people's 
experiences 

 To resolve differences by looking at alternatives, making decisions and explaining choices 

 What a democracy is, and about the basic institutions that support it locally and nationally 

 To recognise the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups 

 To appreciate the range of national, regional, religious and ethnic identities in the United Kingdom 

 That resources can be allocated in different ways and that these economic choices affect individuals, 
communities and the sustainability of the environment 

 To explore how the media present information. 

Respect 

 To define what it means to be a human; to relate human rights to human needs 

 To understand that some groups of people can be treated differently because of their characteristics; to 
define ‘discrimination’; to identify discriminatory behavior. 



Y6 PSHE Progression of Skills 

Forgiveness 

 To understand that problems can be solved by talking through them with someone that will listen. 

Fairness 

 To understand the meaning of justice; to give examples of just and unjust situations 

 To demonstrate my own understanding of justice. 

Helpfulness 

 To be able to think about ways in which we can help others in society 

 To begin to think about ways that we can help others by raising awareness. 

Caring 

 To use our creativity to express care and concern for our environment 

 To understand that natural resources need to be cared for and shared fairly in a sustainable way. 

Developing a healthy, safer lifestyle 

Children should be taught: 

 What makes a healthy lifestyle, including the benefits of exercise and healthy eating, what affects 
mental health, and how to make informed choices 

 That bacteria and viruses can affect health and that following simple, safe routines can reduce their 
spread 

 About how the body changes as they approach puberty 

 Which commonly available substances and drugs are legal and illegal, their effects and risks 

 To recognise the different risks in different situations and then decide how to behave responsibly, 
including sensible road use, and judging what kind of physical contact is acceptable or unacceptable 

 That pressure to behave in an unacceptable or risky way can come from a variety of sources, including 
people they know, and how to ask for help and use basic techniques for resisting pressure to do wrong 

 School rules about health and safety, basic emergency aid procedures and where to get help. 

Cleanliness 

 To recognise bad habits and how we can change them; to link how our actions affect our minds. 
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Developing good relationships and respecting the differences between people 

Children should be taught: 

 That their actions affect themselves and others, to care about other people's feelings and to try to see 
things from their points of view 

 To think about the lives of people living in other places and times, and people with different values and 
customs 

 To be aware of different types of relationship, including marriage and those between friends and 
families, and to develop the skills to be effective in relationships 

 To realise the nature and consequences of racism, teasing, bullying and aggressive behaviours, and how 
to respond to them and ask for help 

 To recognise and challenge stereotypes 

 That differences and similarities between people arise from a number of factors, including cultural, 
ethnic, racial and religious diversity, gender and disability 

 Where individuals, families and groups can get help and support. 

Gratitude 

 To reflect on who enabled the good things in our lives to happen. 

Cooperation 

 To work in a team to plan an activity for younger children. 

Determination 

 To understand how one person’s determination can impact the lives of others 

 To research the life of someone who has shown determination and discuss how this has had impact on 
the  lives of others. 

Kindness 

 To visualise the community building effects of practising kindness. 

Patience 

 To understand the importance of patience when teaching others. 

Forgiveness 

 To know how to help others use forgiveness to help resolve conflicts. 

Courtesy 

 To identify the importance of  virtues in characters and stories. 
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Honesty 

 To make links between honesty and trust. 

Friendliness 

 To know what makes a strong friendship 

 To consider new friendships when transitioning to secondary school. 

Service 

 To have an understanding of the needs in a local community; to propose and plan ideas for a service 
project to support people in the local community. 



PE and Swimming 
Bangkok Prep offers all children a broad and balanced programme 
of Physical Education which caters for their individual needs, offers 
equal access and opportunity and enables them to participate fully.  

In Years 1-6 at Bangkok Prep, children receive 2 PE sessions and 1 
Swimming session per week. All of our PE and Swimming lessons 
are delivered by highly trained, specialist teachers. 

During their PE sessions, children cover Invasion Games, Net and 
Wall Games, Striking and Fielding Skills, Gymnastics, Athletics and 
Dance. 

During Swimming sessions, children are taught water safety, stroke 
technique, life saving and competition skills.  

Throughout their time at Bangkok Prep, children will continue to 
apply and develop a broader range of skills, learning how to use 
them in different ways and to link them to make actions and 
sequences of movement.  

We encourage children to enjoy communicating, collaborating and competing with each other. They 
will develop an understanding of how to improve in different physical activities and sports and learn 
how to evaluate and recognise their own success. 

PE 

All children at KS2 should be taught to: 

 Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 Play competitive games, modified where appropriate [for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, 
football, hockey, netball, rounders and tennis], and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and 
defending 

 Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance [for example, through athletics and 
gymnastics] 

 Perform dances using a range of movement patterns 

 Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a team  

 Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their 
personal best. 

Y6 PE and Swimming Progression of Skills 



Y6 PE and Swimming Progression of Skills 

Personal, Social and Cognitive Skills  

Children should be taught to: 

 Use the skills they prefer with competence and consistency 

 Be able to respond effectively in game situations 

 Understand key rules of the sports 

 Use a range of tactics, strategies and positioning in sports 

 Work collaboratively in pairs, group activities and small sided games 

 Use and apply basic rules consistently and fairly when playing 

 Understand and implement a range of tactics in games 

 Show leadership qualities during warm up, small sided games and drills 

 Be an effective communicator 

 Identify and implement appropriate exercises that could be included in a sport specific warm up 

 Be able to explain how strength, power, stamina and agility effects performance 

 Understand how to improve their own health and fitness through exercise. 

Invasion Games 

Children should be taught to: 

 Use different techniques to pass, dribble and shoot with control in games 

 Perform skills with greater speed, fluency and accuracy 

 Effectively use marking, tackling and / or interception to improve defence 

 Show and implement an understanding of attacking strategies in a game. 

Net and Wall Games 

Children should be taught to: 

 Effectively use forehand, backhand and overhead shots in games 

 Implement the volley in a game 

 Select a chosen shot in a rally (either to win or return the rally). 
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Striking and Fielding 

Children should be taught to: 

 Strike a moving object 

 Use a range of fielding skills, with growing control and consistency 

 Bat effectively 

 Bowl accurately 

 Field effectively (e.g. throw, roll, catch and stop). 

Gymnastics 

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify and practise gymnastic shapes and balances 

 Identify and practise symmetrical and asymmetrical body shapes 

 Construct sequences using linking movements 

 Incorporate counterbalances into a sequence. 

 Perform movements in canon and unison. 

Athletics 

Children should be taught to: 

 Sustain their pace over longer distances and time. 

 Throw further with greater control, accuracy and efficiency 

 Perform a range of jumps showing power, control and consistency at both take-off and landing with 
increasing distance 

 Implement effective relay takeovers. 

Dance 

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify and practise the patterns and actions of the chosen dance style 

 Demonstrate an awareness of the music’s rhythm and phrasing when improvising 

 Create a dance that reflects the chosen dance styles 

 Perform a dance using a range of movement patterns. 

Swimming 

Stroke Technique Skill Application for Front Crawl  

 Children should be taught to: 

 Set personal goals for 50m front crawl utilising tumble turn at 25m 

 Use correct hand entry positioning for catch and pull 
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 Record their stroke count for 50m 

 Record their breathing count (bilateral) for 50m. 

Children will complete 4 Individual Medleys (IMs) across the course of the year and track these on a 
personal grid. 

Stroke Technique Skill Application for Backstroke  

 Children should be taught to: 

 Set personal goals for 50m backstroke. (times) 

 Use correct hand entry for backstrokes and depth of pull (propulsion) 

 Self-assess their backstroke in a written paper. 

Children will complete 4 IMs across the course of the year and track these on a personal grid. 

Stroke Technique Skill Application for Breaststroke  

 Children should be taught to: 

 Set personal goals for 50m breaststroke (times) 

 Use the correct breaststroke turn 

 Self-assess their breaststroke in a written paper. 

Children will complete 4 IMs across the course of the year and track these on a personal grid. 

Stroke Technique Skill Application for Butterfly 

 Children should be taught to: 

 Set personal goals for 50m butterfly (times) 

 Focus on ‘diamond’ shape for propulsion 

 Self-assess their butterfly in a written paper. 

Children will complete 4 IMs across the course of the year and track these on a personal grid. 



Music 
At Bangkok Prep, primary children receive one Music lesson a 
week. During these lessons we focus on skills in the areas of 
singing, playing, composing, movement, listening, and 
appreciation. 

In Early Years and Key Stage 1, children learn singing games, 
how to play classroom percussion instruments, and movement 
activities. In Key Stage 2, they learn world drumming, singing 
with harmony, folk dances, and piano skills. 

In addition, each Key Stage 2 year group spends a unit focusing 
on applying their musical skills to an instrument. 

With the skills that are learnt in lessons, children then use them 
for improvisation and creation of their own music. This allows 
the children to personalise their own learning and challenge 
themselves; developing their musicianship throughout their 
learning journey. 

Performing 

Singing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Sing diatonic songs with hand signs  

 Sing familiar songs using dynamics, musicality and phrasing  

 Sing songs with melodic ostinatos 

 Sing songs in harmony. 

Playing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Play a simple crossover bordun to accompany a song  

 Layer different rhythms together 

 Improvise rhythms with a partner 

 Perform a series of rhythms to create a piece  

 Play a melody, duet, and scale using a Dood  

 Play a melody with simple accompaniment on piano. 

Y6 Music Progression of Skills 
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Movement 

Children should be taught to: 

 Move expressively through three levels using forward, sideways, and backwards motion  

 Move expressively with a partner or group 

 Imitate a series of movements to songs  

 Perform folk and world dances. 

Composing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Create a rhythm using syncopation, dotted rhythms, and semiquavers in simple and odd meters  

 Create soundscapes and motifs to represent objects, emotions, ideas or characters using elements of 
music 

 Create an accompaniment for a song  

 Compose songs using diatonic scales 

 Create a two or more melodic ostinato to accompany a song. 

Listening/Appraising  

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify a full range of dynamics 

 Identify fast, medium, and slow tempos  

 Differentiate simple and compound meter (2 vs. 3) 

 Identify the rhythm of a song including syncopation and dotted rhythms  

 Identify timbre of instruments 

 Identify texture of music 

 Identify emotions and scenes depicted in music 

 Identify a motif throughout a piece of music 

 Identify rondo form. 



Library 
The Library is where we nurture the love of reading in a friendly, 
cheerful and comfortable environment. 

All children begin their weekly Library lesson with a story based 
on our school life values followed with discussion. This is then 
followed by developing a specific Library skill, reading for 
pleasure or research. 

Key Stage 2 children learn to apply six steps of the research 
process and understand the importance of using and citing 
reliable resources in their search. They learn note-taking skills 
and how to access information both in the Library and digitally 
in preparation for higher learning. 

After learning and applying their Library skills, children may 
choose to browse and borrow books, continue  projects, or 
participate in one of the many engaging Library activities. 

Library Skills 

Children will consolidate the Year 5 Skills, and also be taught to: 

 Use all 6 steps of the Research Process 

 Understand and use Primary Library sources 

 Understand and use Secondary Library sources 

 Create an effective outline 

 Take notes in non-sentences 

 Use bullet points correctly 

 Use a quotation to support research 

 Interpret and share their own ideas about information 

 Make generalisations and draw their own conclusions.  

 Reference a website or book, author, and page number 

 Use the Personal List twice within the academic year to collect resources 

 Write 3 or more digital book reviews 

 Read 3 or more E-Books 

 Write a bibliography. 

Y6 Library Progression of Skills 



Thai Language and Culture 
As Bangkok Prep’s home is in Thailand, we feel it is important 
that the culture and traditions of Thailand are well represented 
across both academics and the wider school culture. Although 
our school is truly international, the uniqueness of Thailand is 
something that we promote and celebrate. 

At Bangkok Prep, our Thai Department deliver our curriculum in 
line with the recommendations from the Ministry of Education. 

We deliver Thai Language and Thai Culture sessions to both 
native and non-native Thai speakers, to ensure that all of our 
school community have the opportunity to immerse themselves 
in Thai culture. 

In addition to developing language skills, our Thai Culture 
sessions also offer an opportunity to gain a greater 
understanding and appreciation of the richness of Thai culture 
and traditions. 

Y6 Thai Language and Culture Progression of Skills 

Thai Culture for Non-Thai children  

I. Children conduct themselves appropriately at school.  

II. Children describe Thai holidays, cultural practices and celebrations. They actively participate in and 
understand the meaning of the cultural practices. They learn Thai literature related to Thai cultural events. 

III. Children show respect to the symbols representing the monarchy, the King’s Anthem, the Thai flag and 
the national anthem. They can explain the meanings of the symbols of the principal institutions of Thailand: 
nation, religion, and kingship.  

IV. Children compare similarities and differences between Thai and children’ cultural practices, holidays 
and celebrations, and respond to the Thai practices appropriately. They follow Thai etiquettes practice 
appropriate Thai manners in the classroom and show respect to seniority. They learn about “do’s” and 
“don'ts” in Thailand.  

V. Children learn and describe geographical features, products of different regions and local Thai literature. 
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Thai Culture for Thai Nationals (เด็กไทย)  

ศาสนา คณุธรรม จรยิธรรม 
มาตรฐานการเรยีนรูจ้ากหลกัสตูรแกนกลางฯ 

มาตรฐาน ส ๑.๑ รู ้และเขา้ใจประวัต ิความส าคัญ ศาสดา หลักธรรมของพระพทุธศาสนาหรอืศาสนาทีต่นนับถอื 
และศาสนาอืน่ มศีรัทธาทีถ่กูตอ้ง ยดึมัน่ และปฏบิตัติามหลกัจรยิธรรม เพือ่อยูร่ว่มกนัอยา่งสนัตสิขุ 

๑. วเิคราะหค์วามส าคญัของพทุธศาสนาและศาสนาทีต่นนับถอื ในฐานะทีเ่ป็นมรดกทางวัฒนธรรมและ 
    หลักในการพัฒนาชาตไิทย 
๒. อธบิายลักษณะส าคญัของศาสนพธิ ีพธิกีรรมตา่งๆ ในประเทศไทย และปฏบิตัตินไดอ้ยา่งเหมาะสม 
    เมือ่ตอ้งเขา้รว่มพธิ ี

ภมูศิาสตรไ์ทย ประวตัศิาสตรไ์ทย และหนา้ทีพ่ลเมอืงของประเทศไทย 
มาตรฐานการเรยีนรูจ้ากหลกัสตูรแกนกลางฯ 

มาตรฐาน ส ๕.๒ เขา้ใจปฏสิมัพันธร์ะหวา่งมนุษยก์บัสภาพแวดลอ้มทางกายภาพของประเทศไทย ทีก่อ่ใหเ้กดิ 
การสรา้งสรรคว์ัฒนธรรม มจีติส านกึและมสีว่นรว่มในการอนุรักษ์ทรัพยากรและสิง่แวดลอ้มเพือ่การพัฒนาทีย่ัง่ยนื 

๑. อธบิายการเปลีย่นแปลงสภาพธรรมชาตใินระดับจังหวัด ระดับภมูภิาค หรอืระดบัประเทศไทยจากอดตีถงึปัจจบุนั  
    และผลทีเ่กดิขึน้จากการเปลีย่นแปลงนัน้ 
๒. น าเสนอตวัอยา่งทีส่ะทอ้นใหเ้ห็นผลจากการท าลายสภาพแวดลอ้ม และเสนอแนะในการรักษาสภาพแวดลอ้ม  
    ในระดับจังหวดั ระดบัภมูภิาค หรอืระดบัประเทศ 
๓. อธบิายพัฒนาการของอาณาจักรสมยัสโุขทัย อยธุยา ธนบรุ ีและรัตนโกสนิทร ์และปัจจัยทีส่ง่เสรมิความ 
    เจรญิรุง่เรอืงดา้นตา่งๆ โดยสงัเขป 
๔. ตระหนัก เห็นคณุคา่ และแสดงออกถงึความซาบซึง้ ในบทบาทของพระมหากษัตรยิใ์นฐานะผูน้ า 
    การเปลีย่นแปลง และการพัฒนาในแตล่ะยคุสมยั ทัง้สมยัสโุขทัย อยธุยา ธนบรุ ีและรัตนโกสนิทร ์
๕. อธบิายภมูปัิญญาไทยทีส่ าคญัสมยัสโุขทัย อยธุยา ธนบรุ ีและรัตนโกสนิทร ์ทีน่่าภาคภมูใิจและควรคา่ 
    แกก่ารอนุรักษ์ 
๕. บอกประวตัแิละผลงานของบคุคลส าคัญสมยัสโุขทัย อยธุยา ธนบรุ ีและรัตนโกสนิทร ์
๖. แสดงออกถงึความภาคภมูใิจ ในความเป็นคนไทย และผสมผสานคณุลักษณะทีด่งีามของวัฒนธรรมไทย 
    และวัฒนธรรมอืน่ๆ ทีเ่รยีนรูจ้ากการมปีฏสิมัพันธใ์นสงัคมนานาชาต ิ
๗. เปรยีบเทยีบโครงสรา้งความสมัพันธใ์นครอบครัวและในโรงเรยีน สทิธ ิหนา้ทีข่องสมาชกิ และสิง่ทีช่ว่ยให ้
    การอยูร่ว่มกนัเป็นไปดว้ยด ีกบัโครงสรา้งการปกครองของประเทศไทย ทัง้สว่นกลางและการปกครอง 
    สว่นทอ้งถิน่ สทิธ ิหนา้ทีข่องแตล่ะฝ่าย และสิง่ทีช่ว่ยใหป้ระเทศไทยมคีวามรม่เย็นและเจรญิกา้วหนา้ 

ศลิปะ วัฒนธรรม และการด าเนนิชวีติในสงัคมไทย  

๑. น าศลิปะไทยมาใช ้เพือ่เป็นสือ่ในการสือ่สารความรูส้กึนกึคดิของตนเอง การแสดงอตัลกัษณ์ของตนเอง  
    และ/หรอื การเป็นตัวแทนของชาตไิทย ในบรบิทพหวุัฒนธรรมของโรงเรยีนนานาชาต ิ
๒. น าเสนอขอ้มลูดว้ยการบรรยายและ/หรอื อภปิรายแสดงความคดิเห็นเกีย่วกบัศลิปะไทยในแงม่มุตา่งๆ 
๓. เขา้รว่มในกจิกรรมเกีย่วกบัขนบธรรมเนยีม ประเพณี พธิกีรรม หรอืพธิกีารเฉลมิฉลอง และกจิกรรมทางสงัคม  
    การเมอืงการปกครองของไทย 
๔. บอกความสมัพันธร์ะหวา่งสิง่แวดลอ้มตามธรรมชาตใินชวีติเชน่ สตัวท์ีส่ าคญั อาท ิกระบอื ชา้ง สนัุข แมว นก  
    เป็นตน้ พชื ทีส่ าคญั เชน่ ออ้ย กลว้ย มะพรา้ว ฯลฯ กบัคา่นยิม ความเชือ่ และวถิชีวีติของไทยตัง้แตอ่ดตี 
    จนถงึปัจจบุนั 
๕. อธบิายอทิธพิลของสิง่แวดลอ้มทางธรรมชาต ิปรากฏการณ์ธรรมชาต ิทีก่อ่ใหเ้กดิวถิชีวีติและการสรา้งสรรค ์
    วัฒนธรรม ตลอดจนการเกดิคต ิความเชือ่ ต านาน หรอืเทพนยิายทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งกบัสิง่แวดลอ้มหรอืปรากฏการณ์ 
    ธรรมชาตติา่งๆ 
๖. ระบหุรอืบอกเลา่เกีย่วกบัลักษณะส าคญับางประการของสงัคมไทย วถิชีวีติ ภมูปัิญญาไทย เชน่ ความสมัพันธ ์
    แบบเครอืญาต ิเป็นตน้ 
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Thai Language for Non-Thai Children 

Listening and Responding 

Children should be taught to: 

 Recognsie and respond to the following words (Sawadee สวัสด,ี Kob-khun ขอบคณุ,  Kor-thod ขอโทษ, 
Mai pen rai ไมเ่ป็นไร) 

 Use simple sentences in Thai, e.g. Chan-Chea (My name is), Chan -Chob (I like..) , Chan mai chob, Chan-
Mee (I have..), Chan Mai-mee and Maa or Mai-Ma (present or absent), Chai (Yes), Mai-chai (No) and 
Nee-Kuea (This is....) 

 Ask basic questions in Thai, e.g Khun-Cheu-Arai (What is your name?), Khun-Chob -...- Arai? (What…do 
you like?) Khun-Mai-Chob-Arai? (What don’t you like?) Tham a rai (What are you doing?) Tham un nee 
Chai Mai (Do...have to...this?) Tue kue krai? (Who is he?) Nee-kue-arai? (What is this?) ...Yuu-nai
(Where ...?) ...Chai mai (..., isn’t it?) ...Thaw rai (How much...?) …Mai ...มัย้ (...or not?) Khor pai duem 
nahm... (May I go to drink some water, please?) Khor pai hong nahm…(May I go to toilet, please?) 

 Follow instructions in class correctly e.g Nung-Long (sit down), Geb-Kong (Tidy up), Pai-dai (You can 
go), Fang Kru (Listen to the teacher), Por (enough), Pood tam (Repeat after me), Yud (Stop), 
Tham peaun ถามเพือ่น (Ask your friend), Ngeab (เงยีบ), Baw baw nhoi (เบาๆ หน่อย) 

 Count from 1-10000. 

Reading 

Children should be taught to: 

 Read and recognize characters from the Thai alphabet (ก ข ค จ ง ช น ม ด ต ร ล ย พ บ ว  ป ส ห อ). 

 Read basic words correctly and begin to read uncommon words (with some accuracy). 

 Read some phrases independently and explain the meaning correctly 

 Read aloud a short passage which includes all familiar words 

 Draw and write about topics with vocabulary provided by the teacher 

 Read a picture story and be able to demonstrate their understanding. 

 Discuss and clarify the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known vocabulary 

 Answer questions from shared reading with the teacher orally. 

Writing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Identify 20 letters orally and 20 letters in writing(ก ข ค จ ง ช น ม ด ต ร ล ย พ บ ว  ป ส ห อ) 

 Distinguish the different sounds of the similar alphabets and write them in the correct form e.g.(ก / ข / 
ค),(พ / ป), (จ / ช), (ท / ต), (ร / ล). 
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 Break the flow of words and pronunciation into some basic letters 
(e.g.ก ข ค จ ง ช น ม ด ต ร ล ย พ บ ส ห อ) and some vowels (สระอะ, สระอา, สระอ,ี สระอ,ุ สระอ,ิ สระอ,ู 
สระออ, สระแอ, สระเอ, สระไอ, สระอ า) 

 Begin to write different sentences 

 Begin to write a short paragraph with some connective words (และ กบั เพราะ) correctly 

 Use phonetically plausible strategies to spell or attempt to spell unknown simple words 

 Write the correct form of some Thai characters (ก ข ค จ ง ช น ม ด ต ร ล ย พ บ ว  ป ส ห อ). 

 Spell phonetically regular or familiar common polysyllabic words accurately 

 Begin to form simple questions and answers 

 Read Thai numbers ๑-๑๐,๐๐๐. 

Thai Language for Thai Children (เด็กไทย)  

สามารถเลอืกฟังและดอูยา่งมวีจิารณญาณ และพดูแสดงความรู ้ความคดิ 
และความรูส้กึในโอกาสตา่งๆ อยา่งมวีจิารณญาณ และสรา้งสรรค ์

๑. เขา้ใจเรือ่งทีเ่ป็นความรูแ้ละความบนัเทงิจากการฟังและการดู 
๒. ตัง้ขอ้สงัเกตความน่าเชือ่ถอืจากเรือ่งทีฟั่งและดอูยา่งมเีหตผุล 
๓. จ าแนกขอ้เท็จจรงิและขอ้คดิเห็นจากเรือ่งทีฟั่งและด ู
๔. ตัง้ค าถามและตอบค าถามเชงิเหตผุลจากเรือ่งทีฟั่งและด ู
๕. พดูแสดงความรู ้ความคดิเห็น และความรูส้กึจากเรือ่งทีฟั่งและด ู
๖. พดูสือ่สารไดช้ดัเจนตรงตามวัตถปุระสงค ์
๗. พดูน าเสนอผลงานรายงานเรือ่งหรอืประเด็นทีศ่กึษาคน้ควา้จากการฟัง การด ูและการสนทนา 
๘. มมีารยาทในการฟัง การด ูและการพดู 

ใชก้ระบวนการอา่นสรา้งความรู ้และความคดิ เพือ่น าไปใชต้ดัสนิใจ แกปั้ญหาในการด าเนนิชวีติ 

และมนีสิยัรักการอา่น  

๑. อา่นออกเสยีงและอธบิายความหมาย ค า ประโยค บทรอ้ยแกว้ และบทรอ้ยกรองไดถ้กูตอ้ง 
๒. อา่นเรือ่งสัน้ๆ อยา่งหลากหลายแลว้ ถาม/ตอบ เกีย่วกบัเรือ่งทีอ่า่น 
๓. วเิคราะหแ์ละแสดงความคดิเห็นเกีย่วกบัเรือ่งทีอ่า่นเพือ่น าไปใชใ้นการด าเนนิชวีติ 
๔. มมีารยาทและนสิยัรักการอา่น 

ใชก้ระบวนการเขยีน เขยีนสือ่สาร เขยีนเรยีงความ ยอ่ความ และเขยีนเรือ่งราวในรปูแบบตา่งๆ 
เขยีนรายงานขอ้มลูสารสนเทศ และรายงานการศกึษาคน้ควา้อยา่งมปีระสทิธภิาพ 

๑. เขยีนดว้ยลายมอืทีเ่หมาะสมกบัสถานการณ์และวตัถปุระสงคเ์พือ่การสือ่สาร 
๒. เขยีนแผนภาพโครงเรือ่งและแผนภาพความคดิเพือ่ใชพั้ฒนางานเขยีน 
๓. เขยีนบรรยายแสดงความคดิเห็นหรอืโนม้นา้วตามความหมายโดยตรง โดยใชย้อ่หนา้และมขีอ้ความทีส่มัพันธก์นั 
    ในแตล่ะยอ่หนา้ 
๔. ใชค้ าศัพทท์ีห่ลากหลายและค าชนดิตา่งๆ อยา่งสม า่เสมอเพือ่ใหป้ระโยคน่าสนใจและมคีวามหมายชดัเจนยิง่ขึน้ 
๕. อา่นงานเขยีนของเพือ่น แลว้น าความคดิทีไ่ดม้าปรับปรงุงานเขยีนของตนเอง 
๖. มมีารยาทและนสิยัรักการเขยีน 

เขา้ใจธรรมชาตขิองภาษา และหลักภาษาไทย การเปลีย่นแปลงของภาษาและพลังของภาษา 
ภมูปัิญญาทางภาษา และรักษาภาษาไทยไวเ้ป็นสมบตัขิองชาต ิ
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๑. สะกดค าและบอกความหมายของค าในบรบิทตา่งๆ 
๒. จ าแนกสว่นประกอบหลกัของประโยค 
๓. แตง่ประโยคไดถ้กูตอ้งตามหลักภาษา ตรงตามเจตนาและบรบิท 
๔. ใชพ้จนานุกรมคน้หาความหมายของค า 
๕. ใชส้ านวนไทยไดถ้กูตอ้ง 
๖. แตง่บทรอ้ยกรองงา่ยๆ ได ้
๗. ใชภ้าษาในการสือ่สารไดเ้หมาะสมกบักาลเทศะ 



World Languages 
At Bangkok Prep, the international nature of our school 
community is something that we are very proud of. We have a 
diverse range of nationalities and cultures and we celebrate the 
diversity. 

Our entire community is committed to the celebration of our 
differences, and we aim to develop international citizens who 
have an appreciation of all cultures and beliefs. In addition to 
our Life Values, which explicitly encourage respect and 
international mindedness, we also ensure that the children have 
the opportunity to experience and learn other languages and 
develop a greater understanding of other cultures. 

In addition to Thai, we offer an extensive language programme 
covering Spanish, French, Japanese and Mandarin. We equip 
children with the cultural awareness and communication skills 
to become responsible members of an increasingly international 
community. 

Mandarin 

Listening and Responding  

Children should be taught to: 

 Use 12 familiar greetings words+ use “qingwen” to ask questions and to invite friends(e.g nihao, zaijian, 
xiexie, bukeqi, duibuqi, meiguanxi, zhaoshanghao, xiawuhao, wanshanghao, ninhao, ninzao, ninhaoma? 
huanying, haojiubujian, qingwen…) 

 Engage in conversations, using “过“ ,”了“ to  express experience or opinions 

 Speak in simple language & be understood (use past tense) 

 Develop appropriate pronunciation combine with  initials, vowels and tones 

 Use “还是” to make questions of option 

 Understand 200-300 words and apply to short conversation 

 Use 9-11 emotional words to talk about feeling of people, places and things. 

Y6 World Languages Progression of Skills 
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Reading and Responding (contents written in Hanzi with Pinyin support)  

Children should be taught to: 

 Recognise and pronounce Hanyu Pinyin combined initials and vowels including 4 tones properly (e.g. : 
xiāo xiáo xiǎo xioà…) 

 Recognise and read out 120-125 Hanzi without Pinyin support 

 Show understanding of 200-250 words or phrases written with Pinyin 

 Show understanding and reading skills in short contents written in 7-10 sentences with some Pinyin 
support 

 Understand basic grammar & sentence structure ( who+when+where+do what). 

Writing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Write full Hanyu Pinyin with tones (e.g.  yāo yáo yǎo yào) 

 Continue more strokes of Hanzi writing 

 Identify and copy more 30-35 Hanzi including 10 radicals following the sequence of strokes. 

  (10 radical:虫 车 见  贝 豆 禾 竹田 矢 门  

Hanzi: 会 怎 样 游 喜 欢 吗 次 还 午 晚 中 早 做 分 半 年 百 星 期 天） 

 Write 1-12 o’clock and minutes in Chinese  (e.g. 八点三十分8:30....) 

 Write Chinese numbers 1-100 

 Write 7-10 terms about each topics in Hanzi or Pinyin 

 Use “吗“， ”喜欢不喜欢“ ”还是“  to make questions, sentences and answers 

 Write a short script of communication about the picture given in Pinyin or Hanzi. 

Note: The Mandarin Programme in Primary is designed for non-Chinese speaking children. This course is taught in 
simplified Hanzi (Chinese characters) with Hanyu Pinyin. In addition, children learn Chinese culture by celebrating 
various Chinese festivals’ activities. The year group descriptions for reading and responding and writing assume that, 
as well as using Pinyin, children can work with an approximate number of characters as indicated below. These should 
mainly be simple and frequently occurring characters that are relevant to the contexts for learning. It is expected that 
children can build a sound foundation for progression to further study. 

Spanish 

Listening and Responding  

Children should be taught to: 

 Greet others in Spanish with confidence: Year 5+ Que tengas un buen fin de semana 

 Speak with increasing confidence, fluency, spontaneity and continually improving the accuracy of their 
pronunciation 

 Ask and reply to the questions ¿Cómo estás? Qué tal? Cómo te llamas? Cuántos años tienes? 
De dónde eres? Dónde vives? Qué te gusta? Que no te gusta? Qué tiempo hace hoy? 
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 Count up to 1000 

 Understand and give simple opinions and justifications: Me gusta, no me gusta, me encanta y odio  + 
porque es interesante/aburrido/ divertido/fácil/difícil/severo/simpático/antipático 

 Learn about the time in Spanish 

 Describe places in town 

 Understand and use the meaning of  the conjuncion: “y”,” porqué” and “pero/sin embargo”. 

 Ask and say how much it costs. (Learn how to use ‘Me gustaria’) 

 Understand and use a variety of core vocabulary from the range of topics studied throughout the year: 
personal information, school, family, home, free time activities, weather 

 Understand the present tense (first person: yo) for common regular and irregular verbs: ser, estar, 
tener, hacer, ver, jugar, comer, beber, hablar, escuchar, escribir, leer 

 To understand that the verb “to be” is two verbs in Spanish “ser” y “estar” 

 Understand the different uses of “ser” y “estar”. 

Reading  

Children should be taught to: 

 Read all the letters of the alphabet 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Understanding that it is not necessary to know all vocabulary used in the text 

 Read simple stories in Spanish and answer true or false 

 Read and put in the chronological order a text on any learnt topics. 

Writing 

 Children should be taught to: 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): 
feminine, masculine and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the 
language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar 
to English 

 Write the numbers until 100 

 Write about themselves and their family. For example: “mi madre se llama Lola.” 

 Start using connectors when they are writing. For example: Primero, segundo, después, etc. 

Note: The Spanish Programme in Primary is designed for non-Spanish speaking children. This course is an 
introduction to Spanish. In addition, children learn about aspects of Spanish culture. It is expected that 
children can build a sound foundation for progression to further study. 
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French 

Listening and Responding 

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand, answer and use fluently the greetings: Year 5 routine sentences + “à demain”, “à lundi”, “à 
la semaine prochaine”, “bonne semaine!”, “bon week-end!” 

 Ask their peers and answer basic questions: Year 5 + 
Qu’est-ce que tu portes? Je porte un pantalon rouge et des chaussures noires 
Combien ça coûte? Ça coûte 25 euros 
Tu habites où? 

 Express opinion on places, house and clothes 

 Count until 100 

 Develop appropriate pronunciation of all combinaison of 1 consonant +R (br, fr, tr, gr etc) 

 Memorise a short script of 6 to 10 natural exchanges about learnt topics 

 Adapt known language to create new ideas: 

 Describe personality of people, places at home and in town 

 Describe the clothes you are wearing/ you like to wear and a basic reason why 

 Describe the clothes than someone (a girl and a boy) are wearing/ likes to wear and the reason why 

 Ask and say how much it costs 

 Give your opinion on clothes: say that it is “trop petit/ trop grand/ trop cher/ beau/moche/ à la mode”. 

Reading 

Children should be taught to: 

 Read the combined letters: (ui), (eu/ oeu), (ouille) + Rules for silent letters in French (beginning of 
words, especially: J’habite/ un hôtel/ un hôpital) 

 Read and put in the chronological order a text on any learnt topics 

 Understand basic grammar & sentence structure and how to link part of sentences using “d’abord”,“et 
puis”, “mais” and  “parce que” (firstly/and then/but/ because). 

Writing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Write the numbers until 100, can make minor spelling errors on 70 to 99 

 Write the time from a clock using “Il est (4) heures + “et quart”, “et demie”, “moins le quart”. 

 Write a paragraph in French using the proper “je” and “il”/”elle”  and “on”form for regular verbs and 
common irregular verbs and add the proper adjective agreement (feminine or masculine), with sentence 
positive and negative. Add complex time frame (day of the week, extended time, moment of the day) 

 Write the questions: Year 5 questions  + “Quelle est ta couleur préférée?”,”Quelle heure est-il?”, 
“Combien ça coûte?”, “Qu’est-ce qu’il/elle/on fait?”, “Où c’est? 
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Note: The French Programme in Primary is designed for non-French speaking children. This course is an 
introduction to French. In addition, children learn about aspects of French culture. It is expected that 
children can build a sound foundation for progression to further study. 

Japanese 

Listening and Responding 

Children should be taught to: 

 Listen carefully, paying attention to the points, structure and wording of what is said 

 focus on listening and grasp what is meant by a speaker (both directly and inferred) 

 Listen and compare what is meant with their own opinions 

 Construct their speech, paying attention to the appropriate sequence as well as the proper wording, so 
that their thoughts are conveyed well to the audience 

 Formulate their ideas through discussion. 

Reading 

Children should be taught to: 

 Read 825 Chinese characters to be learned by the end of the year fluently 

 Comprehend the skillful expressions and how the characters feel form within a text 

 Grasp characters’ personalities and how they feel in each scene through their behavior and dialog 

 Gather a variety of information and how the author thinks through the whole text 

 Show understanding of longer scientific articles following the logic of the text 

 Show understanding of various forms of rhetoric of poetry. 

Writing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Use 640 Chinese characters learned by the end of year 5 in their composition without difficulties 

 Explain the meanings of and read and write 185 new Chinese characters selected by the Ministry of 
Education 

 Write a letter of request following the proper format 

 Write passages distinguishing facts and their opinions so that their ideas can be conveyed well. 

 Write in a easy-to-understand way taking the readers’ point of view into account 

 Write a logical passage; made up of introduction, body/bodies, and conclusion. 



The Whole Child 
At Bangkok Prep we strongly believe that developing the whole 
child and life beyond the curriculum are vital in a child’s 
education. Therefore there are several opportunities in our 
school, in addition to the skills outlined in the English National 
Curriculum, to develop our children. 

We have weekly Key Stage Assemblies led by the Key Stage 
Leaders and teaching staff which focus on our life values, 
current affairs, Global goals and events around the world. They 
also provide an opportunity to sing together, celebrate the 
success of children with certificates and awards and listen to 
music played by the children. Year Leaders also organise regular 
Year Group assemblies personalising them to the requirements 
and interests of their year group. 

Residentials and Field Trips 
One of the most exciting aspects of Key Stage 2 is the opportunity to go on residential. 
Children develop their independence skills as well as accessing activities that are not possible 
inside the classroom. Each Year Group visits a different location and participates in exciting, new 
and innovative activities which involve team building. Every year, on feedback, children state that the 
residentials were the best part of their year! 

In Year 6, the children go to Kanchanaburi for 4 days and 3 nights. Here the children visit the war 
cemetery and Hell Fire Pass, to learn about World War 2 in Asia. They also take part in many fun team 
challenges and activities around the resort as well as a hike to the waterfall. 

Year Group Performance and Graduation Assembly 
Developing children’s speaking and listening skills and their confidence is also extremely important 
to the teachers at Bangkok Prep. Therefore, every year, each year group participates in a 
performance. Children learn lines, learn songs, make props and costumes, and develop their drama 
skills to perform t o the school community. This is always one of the highlights of the children’s 
experiences in Key Stage 2. 

Year 6 also have further opportunities to perform as part of the Year 6 Graduation Assembly, where 
the children take ownership of what they would like to contribute, independently organising 
themselves to perform dances, music, songs and speeches. 

Beyond the Curriculum 



Student Leadership 
Developing student leadership skills is also integral to the life of Key Stage 2 at Bangkok Prep. Thus, 
we have several roles and opportunities for the children to become involved in, such as the Student 
Council, KS2 Ambassadors, House Captains, Eco Schools amongst many more. In Year 6 children are 
also given the opportunity to apply for our prestigious roles of Head Boy and Head Girl and Deputy 
Head Boy and Deputy Head Girl. 

Special Events 

Furthermore, adding to the excitement of Key Stage 2, we hold several events throughout the year to 
enrich our curriculum such as International Week, Book Week, Maths Day and many more. 

Parental Involvement 
Parents are also invited regularly into school to see what the children have been learning and to hear 
presentations about their work. In Year 6 parents are also invited to come into school to participate in 
our fantastic Food Truck Festival! 




